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Life

A prophet in his own city: Jacob Kornbluh, the
Hasidic reporter standing up for social-distancing
By Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt
A group of about a hundred Hasidic men and boys
milled about on a dark street in the Brooklyn
neighborhood of Boro Park, a gleam of fire in the
distance. Women watched from balconies above the
street at the crowd that had gathered — in violation of
New York City’s social-distancing guidelines — to
celebrate the minor Jewish holiday Lag B’Omer.
Jacob Kornbluh, a reporter for Jewish Insider who is
himself Hasidic and lives in the neighborhood, was
passing the crowd on his way home when a man
recognized him — and started screaming “Muser,
muser!” Traitor.
Others started chiming in: In cellphone videos captured
both by Kornbluh and other passersby, and then
circulated in Orthodox WhatsApp groups, the mob
chants at Kornbluh as he passes through. Muser,
muser! The rage is almost palpable; it feels like those

men might reach through the screen and grab you by
the neck.
For Kornbluh, the incident was the most intense of a
weeks-long campaign against him by neighbors and
others in the Orthodox community.
Since the start of the pandemic, Kornbluh has been
tweeting to his 17,000 followers about coronavirus
developments in Boro Park, and reporting violations
when necessary — even as he himself was battling the
virus at home.
He is one of several prominent Hasidim who have faced
harsh criticism and even threats of violence during the
pandemic for urging Orthodox Jews to abide by socialdistancing rules and reporting those who don’t to the
authorities.
Watching the video of the crowd taunting Kornbluh —
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and watching the larger saga unfold via Twitter these
past months — is painful for anyone who cares about
the Orthodox world. It is a personal kind of pain for me,
both because I have considered Kornbluh a friend for
the past seven years, and because I, too, am an
Orthodox Jewish journalist often writing about the
failings of my community. I, too, have gotten used to
being called a traitor.
Kornbluh, who turned 39 last week, is a fast-thinking,
fast-talking reporter with a velvet yarmulke and peyos
whose byline, tweets and physical presence have
become fixtures of the Jewish world. Pre-pandemic, if
you walked into any major Jewish event in New York
City, you’d undoubtedly see him (and, depending on
your social status, might or might not make it into his
“spotted” list in the next morning’s Insider newsletter).
He and I are often seated together at conferences or
charity dinners, the only two in Orthodox uniform
alongside the bevvy of colleagues in jeans.
After I saw the Lag B’Omer video, which had been
shared on frum WhatsApp groups, I called Kornbluh to
check how he’s doing.
“Rebbetzinnn,” he drawled. That’s how he always
greets me — I happen to be married to a rabbi, but it’s
not even about that: it’s a half-traditional, half-jesting
frum address to a woman.
“How are you doing?” I asked. “Are you OK?”
“I’m fine,” he said in his usual calm demeanor. Because
nothing — not even an angry mob — fazes Kornbluh.

The most famous Hasidic journalist in America
Kornbluh’s English is British with a tinge of Yiddish: he
grew up in a Belzer Hasidic family in the Stamford Hill
neighborhood of London, the fifth of seven children. He
spoke mostly Yiddish with his father, a writer and local
community activist, English with his mother, who
worked as a wig-maker and chef. “Both of my parents
are very booksmart,” he said. “So I read a lot, and I
listened to the radio and read newspapers all the time.”
At 16, Kornbluh was sent to yeshiva in Israel; at 20, he
moved to Brooklyn, was introduced to and married a
woman from Williamsburg, and started working at a

hardware store, then behind a kosher deli-counter in
Williamsburg, another Hasidic enclave in Brooklyn.
Throughout, he was inhaling news voraciously. “In
Shabbos in shul, I was always the one leading the
conversation about political events,” he said. When
Twitter launched in 2008, Kornbluh finally found an
outlet for his political interests. “It was my first
opportunity to start communicating with others,
sharing my views,” he said. “I started writing, even
though my English was bad.”
By then, Kornbluh was running his own business — a
pizza shop in Boro Park. But on the side, he began
blogging about the 2008 presidential election in the
United States, and the elections for Israel’s Knesset. In
2011, he started getting more engaged on the New York
political scene, tweeting, blogging and engaging in
conversations with local elected officials.
By 2013, as the race for mayor took off, Kornbluh had
sold his pizza shop to his brothers and decided to try
his hand at journalism — to “run around to all the free
events, press conferences, candidate forums and
campaign launches,” as he recalled in our recent
conversation. “I live-tweeted the events, got to know
the candidates on a more personal level.” That year, he
got hired as a political reporter for Yeshiva World News,
and a few months later, moved on to Jewish news site
JP Updates, where he covered New York City Hall.
At public hearings and AIPAC conferences alike, he was
always an unusual sight. “People see this Hasidic guy
with a long jacket, and they’re thinking, is he a lobbyist?
A political junkie? No, I’m actually conducting
interviews, reporting on this,” he said. Back home in
Boro Park, at shul and on the street, there was a
different sort of discomfort. “It was very hard for my
community to digest that one of them is out there,
posting pictures that include women, asking hard
questions,” he said.
“I don’t have a high school diploma, no degrees,”
Kornbluh told me. “I learned on my own from reading.
When I needed a word, I googled it. I am self-made,
because I am so passionate about it, that I really
wanted to do it.”
He quickly earned the attention of readers — and
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respect from sources. David Greenfield, a former
member of the New York City Council who is now chief
executive of Met Council, a Jewish charity serving New
York’s needy, described Kornbluh as a reporter of
integrity who is careful to protect his sources.
“We have had people from the Hasidic community
break into politics,” noted Greenfield, who is also
Orthodox.“But Jacob is the first to break into political
journalism. I saw him once in the supermarket, back
when he was just a blogger, and I told him, ‘You are
going to become the most famous Hasidic journalist in
America.’”
In October 2015, Kornbluh moved on to Jewish Insider,
which aspired to be the Politico of the Jewish world,
with a must-read morning briefing. “The fact that for
the past five years, I’ve written for a national Jewish
publication, not an Orthodox one, helped me,” he said.
“It’s not like I work for a Hasidic publication where I
have to adhere to certain rules, where I couldn’t profile
a woman, for example.”
Kornbluh reports on Jewish politics, from New York to
Washington, D.C. to Jerusalem. He isn’t usually focused
on the Orthodox beat, but he does regularly comment
on community issues, on Twitter and elsewhere. “At the
same time, outside, I am in this position where I can
shine a positive light on my community,” he said, “not
only tell the stories you read in the New York Post, the
sex abusers and the slumlords.”
Kornbluh has five children, yet seems to essentially
work 24/6 (his phone is of course off for Shabbos). He
seems to know just about everyone, and to live-tweet
events as easily as he breathes.
“He always says ‘yes,’ to every opportunity,” said
Almog Elijis, a spokeswoman for the Israeli Consulate in
New York. “He always asks lots of questions, and I’ve
never met someone who has so much insight on
everything.”
David Lobl, a New York political consultant and former
aide to New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, recalled a 2014
trip to Israel, when Kornbluh was among the gaggle of
reporters on the governor’s plane. “It didn’t matter that
Jacob was with all these high-powered journalists from
The New York Times and the AP,” Lobl said. “He was

still Jacob from JP Updates, who instead of going
drinking with the other reporters went to the Kotel and
to Meah Shearim.”
Until the coronavirus hit, Kornbluh tried to
compartmentalize his work and his community. “I do
this six days a week,” Kornbluh told me, referring to his
journalism. “But there’s always the seventh day, when
you have a different role, as a member of the Hasidic
community and not as a journalist.”

Enemies of the people
Then came the pandemic.
In March, when some Hasidic shuls and schools were
slower than secular institutions to shut down, Kornbluh
was a strong voice on Twitter and on community
WhatsApp groups urging people to take social
distancing seriously. “I informed the community about
those guidelines,” he later explained to me. “I
communicated with local officials about the issues
raised by the community, and also about how very
challenging it is for us to actually practice those
guidelines.”
Early on, Kornbluh got sick himself — for three weeks,
he chronicled his illness and recovery on Twitter. (His
test later showed negative for antibodies.) One by one,
Kornbluh watched family members, neighbors, and
friends contract the virus — in Boro Park, in
Williamsburg, in Lakewood and back in his hometown
of Stamford Hill. Eight of his relatives and friends died.
Over Passover, he walked by his own synagogue and
was shocked to see 40 men davening inside, despite it
having been officially closed. Kornbluh filed a complaint
via a city hotline, and shared a video of himself on
WhatsApp confronting a man leaving the shul.
This was when he was first called a “moser” — an
informer, a traitor. His picture and name (among those
of two others) were featured on a pashkevil, an
electronic flyer, circulated in extremist Hasidic circles,
warning community members about the consequences
of informing authorities. On Twitter, one account,
“Heimishe Niyes,” shared the flyer alongside a quote
from Maimonides, stating that it is permissible to kill a
moser.
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“It’s uncomfortable to walk in the streets,” he said. “I
get dirty looks, and haters targeting me on Twitter and
WhatsApp. I have not gotten to the point where I was
physically threatened, but I was uncomfortable last
week,” he added, referring to the time he was accosted
near the Lag b’Omer bonfire. “I notified police, and I
was given assurances that I’ll be protected.”
The targeting of journalists regarding the pandemic, of
course, is not limited to Orthodox circles — it has
cropped up at “reopen the economy” rallies and other
settings, and is an increasingly common battle cry on
the far right. A video recently went viral in which Kevin
Vesey, a reporter for News 12 Long Island, was
harassed by pro-Trump protesters calling him “fake
news,” a “traitor” and an “enemy of the people,”
“I was practically chased by people who refused to
wear masks in the middle of a pandemic,” Vesey later
told Brian Stelter of CNN’s “Reliable Sources.” “All the
while, I was there to tell THEIR story.” The president
afterwards praised the protesters in the video as “great
people.”
“People can’t get enough of this,” he tweeted.

A fear society, not a free society
The last two months have served as a telling window
into the challenges journalists and whistleblowers face
in the Orthodox community. It is a more public and
widespread version of what has played out for years:
survivors of sexual abuse who are silenced; parents
who complain about yeshivas’ limited or nonexistent
secular education who are censored.
When community members share evidence of
misbehavior, in chat groups and on social media, they
are often dismissed. “Those are just fringe extremists,”
someone might post. Or, “Why don’t you talk about
those of us who are following the rules?”
I know because I am often the one sharing such
evidence on social media, and occasionally reporting
about it in the Forward. I do so largely because I believe
it is essential that critiques and introspection come
from Orthodox Jews themselves, not only from outside.
And I see the reactions as something of a litmus test

for the democratic health of our community. I think of
Natan Sharansky’s famous “town-square test” — if a
person cannot walk into the middle of the town square
and express her views without fear, then that person is
living in “a fear society, not a free society.”
That’s how it sometimes is in the Orthodox world,
especially in the era of coronavirus.
In Orthodox communities across the United States,
medical professionals and social activists alike have
been frustrated by some religious leaders’ failures to
speak strongly about medical guidelines — last week,
Orthodox Jewish nurse and Boro Park resident Blimi
Marcus posted a letter addressed to Agudath Israel
leadership: “Every hour that you delayed in using your
collective power and voice, you infected more and more
people.” But Marcus is a rare lone voice — in small
online groups, while individuals express concern about
local synagogues rushing to reopen, most are too
afraid to say anything about it publicly.
“My kids will get thrown out of school,” one father
texted me. “I can lose my job,” wrote one nurse who
was afraid to speak up. One critical tweet can elicit a
flurry of phone calls from neighbors, urging the
dissenter to keep their opinions to themselves. A
genuine criticism of a public figure is quickly declared
“motzi shem ra” — the sin of slander. Pre-pandemic,
there was already a general fear of being shamed for
speaking out, for not conforming to groupthink — the
fear of being shunned at shul the next day, on the
carpool line, in the community WhatsApp group. But
now, the stakes of either speaking up or staying silent
seem all the higher.
In my eight years as an Orthodox journalist writing
mainly about Orthodox life for non-Orthodox
publications, I have lived this every day. When you’re a
member of the very society you’re reporting on, every
word is laden with responsibility. Personal and
professional are always mixed.
It means that when you go to a wedding, you’ll likely
find yourself standing on line at the smorgasbord next
to the president of the organization you just criticized.
When you walk to your seat on the synagogue balcony,
you’ll have to nod to the politician whose statements
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you’ve shred apart on Twitter. And it’s a good thing,
actually — knowing one’s sources and subjects as
human beings, knowing one might see them in the
supermarket or at shul, helps ensure that one always
thinks about the impact of one’s writing on one’s
subjects. That kind of empathy is essential to good
journalism.
Compared to Kornbluh, I have some distance from the
insular neighborhoods of Brooklyn; I am not Hasidic,
and I live in Manhattan, where no one comments on
whether my wig length is appropriate. But there is a
more sinister level to much of the criticism: in a society
so concerned with female modesty, a visible and vocal
woman can be seen as particularly threatening.
Over the years it’s become my normal. Occasional calls
for violence (one memorable note was sent to my
grandparents’ address). Phone calls from powerful
people to my rabbi-husband — you know your wife is
the biggest obstacle to your career, it’s time you rein
her in. Harsh emails from organizational leaders and
spokespeople tsk-tsking me for falling out of line.
Don’t you know your responsibility, which is to say, we
thought you were one of us. (My responsibility as a
public-facing Orthodox woman is evidently to extol the
values of Shabbos, but with a smile, with a sprinkle of
modernishe, ideally with a GIF.) You’re airing our dirty
laundry. (Somehow, no one ever confronts those who
dirtied that laundry in the first place.) Let’s take care of
it behind closed doors. (Nothing important is ever
accomplished behind closed doors.)
“When the threats increase, when they target you on a
daily basis, when there’s a coordinated effort, many
people get deterred and stop doing what they’re
doing,” Kornbluh said. “At one point, people can break.”
But Kornbluh said he has learned how to cope with the
vitriol. “When someone reaches out on WhatsApp either engage them in serious conversation, or if you
see they’re not there for that, ignore,” he advised. “And
if someone calls you in the middle of the night, just
don’t pick up.”

A prophet in his own city

Orthodox communities, exacerbating tensions that
have been simmering for years — moderates versus
extremists, those who acknowledge science versus
those who dismiss it, rabbis who called for strict socialdistancing versus rabbis who were late to shut down,
who looked for loopholes to allow people to still gather.
We saw inklings of this tension in 2018, during the
measles outbreak that landed 20 Orthodox children
across New York state in intensive-care units, while
some key leaders remained silent about the safety of
vaccinations. For months now, some fringe extremists
have refused to follow public-health guidelines. In turn,
some community organizations have ignored that
misbehavior — while individuals like Kornbluh who ring
the alarm bells are ostracized and even accused of
stoking anti-Semitism.
One day, we will return to the rhythm of our previous
lives, to our minyanim and our yeshivas and our
wedding halls. But the question of how we treat
whistleblowers, of how we deal with Orthodox
journalists reporting on Orthodox communities, will
remain.
Since I started working as a journalist in 2012, writing
for liberal Haaretz no less, I would often hear a
lamenting refrain: “But why did you have to take this to
a secular publication? Why can’t you keep this inside?”
Alas, there is no place to practice serious journalism
“inside.” There is not a single independent Orthodox
publication in the United States that would allow a
serious critique of an Orthodox institution or practice —
the kind that pains you to write, the kind that you lose
sleep over, the kind that involves actual questions of
those in power.
And so, we continue writing wherever we can. Because,
as the saying goes, “There is no such thing as a prophet
in his own city.”
Except, perhaps, for Jacob Kornbluh.
Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt is the life editor at the
Forward. Find her on Twitter @avitalrachel.

This pandemic has clarified cleavages within many
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Life

I would not eat babka and ham
By Molly Boigon
Like any decent Millennial chef, I rely on the Apollo and
Artemis of aesthetically pleasing recipe websites: New
York Times Cooking and Bon Appetit.
But Tuesday, I found one of my old favorites embroiled
in controversy that someone— anyone— just had to see
coming. The recipe in question was one for babka, the
classic dessert (or breakfast, or in large volumes,
dinner). The squishy dough is normally rolled with
chocolate or cinnamon. But Melissa Clark of the New
York Times, bless her heart, decided to roll the dice.
“As for the filling, it’s a simple and adaptable mix of
ricotta spiked with Parmesan, chopped herbs, alliums
and optional ham or olives to make it saltier,” she
wrote.
Twitter erupted.

the thought of rolling ham or salami into babka for “a
salty punch,” as Clark writes. This is nowhere near the
first time that the Times has wound up and unleashed a
salty punch to the face of Jewish food, or to any other
cuisine for that matter.
Who could forget the great Green Pea Guacamole Wars
of 2015, when Clark published a recipe that had even
President Barack Obama weighing in (“respect the nyt,
but not buying peas in guac. onions, garlic, hot peppers.
classic.”) and prompted the hashtag
#YouMightPutPeasInGuacamoleIf, as in
“#YouMightPutPeasInGuacamoleIf You point to the
menu and say ‘This one’ rather than trying to
pronounce a foreign word.”?
But it feels like the Times has been working overtime
this year. This debabkle comes just a couple of months
after Clark published a recipe for matzoh that is
decidedly not kosher for Passover.
We also heard from Alison Roman, who offered us
“apples and honey with crushed walnuts” instead of
charoset.
“I’ve always wanted it tangier, crunchier and, well, I
wanted a salad,” she wrote. “This is that salad.”
I don’t know many people who are looking to switch up
a classic recipe like the babka. In my experience, even
non-Jews (and especially non-Jews) want the tried and
true, the Bubbe/Zaide recipes, the ones that evoke
family holidays, Shabbat lunch and the smells of home.

“I’ll have the regular babka, and my friend will have the
‘bad jew special,” said another.

As many Jews have assimilated into secular and nonJewish society, the recipes have remained decidedly
old-world. Why, then, does the Times act on the urge to
spruce up foods tied to sensory memories, foods that
were borne of scarcity, foods with ritual and religious
significance?

Who, pray tell, are these recipes for? I never went to
Hebrew school, I have one Jewish parent and I lose all
self-control around a charcuterie plate, but I cringe at

For its pea guacamole, its “brothy chicken soup with
hominy and poblano,” the Times has been accused of
cultural appropriation. Columnist Alison Roman, now

“HAM BABKA! This is a shanda! What will the @nytimes
think of next??? Bacon hamentashen?” wrote one user.
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on temporary leave for blasting two women of color
for monetizing their brands, has been held up by
critics as the emblem of how white cooks profit off
cuisine from people of color.
“It’s easy for those in the mainstream to cherry-pick
the aspects of whatever culture they happen to like
that week,” writes Navneet Alang in this article, which
I’d highly recommend.
But while other cultural cuisines are watered down
and appropriated for white chefs, I’d argue the Times’
issue with Jewish food is different. Often these recipes
are written by Jewish chefs— Clark and Roman are
Jewish.
Roman wrote in Bon Appetit about her grandmother’s
brisket, saying “Jews and those who love them know
the kind of brisket I’m talking about: smothered in
ketchup with too much sugar and too little salt,
cooked either not enough or too much but somehow
either way results in a sweet, gloppy, underseasoned,
too-tough hunk of meat. And to those rings of
uncaramelized onions, I ask, who sent you?”
I have no idea what she’s talking about. To Alison
Roman’s take on brisket, I ask, who sent YOU?
At the root of these reinvented recipes is an old trope
about Ashkenazi cuisine— simultaneously gloopy and
dry, too salty and too bland, too fishy and too fatty.
How much longer can food columnists write off an
entire ethnic cuisine?
It seems like the chefs themselves got bored of Jewish
food and decided to add a twist, something treif to
make the food feel more exotic, something imported
to make the food more luxurious and more gourmet.
Jews didn’t ask for this. Non-Jews didn’t ask for this.
And I think we can all agree that a babka stuffed with
ham is no babka at all.
Molly Boigon is an investigative reporter at the
Forward. Contact her at boigon@forward.com or
follow her on Twitter @MollyBoigon.

Opinion

The (Jewish) world is
flat(tening)

By Jodi Rudoren
The first Saturday in quarantine, my family joined a
Zoom havdalah led by our synagogue’s cantor. Faces
of our friends and fellow congregants filled a couple
dozen boxes on the then-novel screen, many holding
flames aloft. I told the cantor we should keep doing it
long after the pandemic passed: Havdalah suddenly
felt both more mandatory and more meaningful.
Then the emails started pouring in: The kids’ camps
were hosting havdalahs, as was B.B.Y.O. The Jewish
chaplain at N.Y.U. was leading one on Instagram. I
was invited to USY alumni havdalahs. My extended
family did havdalah together one week. There were
many more choices than there were wicks in our
braided candle.
That’s what I see happening across the Jewish world:
The lines between institutions are being blurred — and
the overlap laid bare. Everyone (including us at the
Forward!) is offering “Zoominars” on anti-Semitism
and on the hit Netflix show “Unorthodox.” So many
text studies, so little time. A new Website,
JewishLive.org, popped up just to organize and curate
the burgeoning mass of Jew-ish stuff to virtually do.
Now comes the reckoning. The flattening of the
Jewish world is both thrilling and terrifying. Suddenly,
the most creative, innovative, dynamic Jewish
offerings are available to every Jew (and non-Jew)
everywhere. And just as suddenly, every synagogue,
organization, advocacy group and charity is going to
have to compete more fiercely to engage audiences.
This means every Jewish institution must clarify — for
itself, for its members, for the public, for
philanthropists — its essential value and goals. The
Forward, for example, is about storytelling,
information-seeking, truth-telling, conversationstarting, community-building.
Our history is as a newspaper, sure, but what we need
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to be now is the host of a raucous but respectful
conversation about the most important and interesting
things happening across all of our communities. That
means the debates and discussions we’re leading via
Zoom and Facebook Live are as important as the
articles we publish on forward.com.
For digital journalism, this flattening — I like to call it
“democratization” — is a couple of decades old already.
The upside: Good stuff published on any platform can
take off, find an audience, have impact. The darkside:
Filter bubbles, echo chambers, fake news and even
disinformation that can be difficult to distinguish from
credible reporting.
For the broader Jewish world, the coronavirus crisis is
forcing innovation that is long overdue.
About a decade ago, when I was a member of Cong.
Beth Elohim in Brooklyn’s Park Slope, I took part in a
couple of fascinating conversations about what a 21st
century synagogue was supposed to be. Shabbat
services had long since stopped being the organizing
principle. Should it be more like a JCC, lean into
preschools and camps? A social-action clearinghouse?
An intellectual hub of book talks and film festivals?

Well, now the buildings are closed. Synagogues — and
JCCs, and camps, and day-schools and, yes, Jewish
news outlets like the Forward — are not only having to
reinvent their programs, but doing so under
tremendous financial pressure, with direct revenue
disappearing and many donors dealing with
unemployment or stock-market downturns or both.
Those that are clear about their essential purpose, their
core value, their goals, are meeting this moment with
creativity and being rewarded for it with attendance,
and attention. Those that are phoning it in, trying to
wait it out so they can go back to business as usual —
back to trying to lure people into buildings rather than
engage them on Instagram — may well not make it.
Zoom-dalahs, as I have come to call them, are truly
lovely. But we can all only attend one each week.
Jodi Rudoren is Editor-in-Chief of the Forward. Follow
her on Twitter @rudoren.
The views and opinions expressed in this article are
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those
of the Forward.

With most non-Orthodox Jews only showing up at shul
on the high holidays, only joining for their kids Bnei
Mitzvah, what was the point, the purpose of a
synagogue, exactly? Prayer? Identity? Community? At
least we were asking the questions.
At the Reform movement’s biennial convention in
December, I sat in on another fascinating conversation,
about millennial Jews. The speaker shared a survey
showing all the ways that our synagogues and other
establishment organizations were failing to engage
younger generations — and all of the exciting,
committed Jew-ish things they were doing outside of
those traditional institutions.
He encouraged the (older, traditional, institutional,
mostly synagogue-based) leaders in the audience to
meet young people where they are, to stop trying to
force them to do Judaism the way their parents had, or
our parents had. The first audience question was: “How
can we get them into the building?”
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Opinion

Why Trump, warrior of the faithful, has my vote
By Eli Steinberg
Last Friday, President Donald Trump issued an
executive order deeming houses of worship providers
of essential services. “Some governors have deemed
liquor stores and abortion clinics as essential, but have
left out churches and other houses of worship,” the
president said, echoing the thoughts of many people of
faith throughout the COVID-19 Pandemic. “It’s not
right.”
It was a welcome statement.
Don’t get me wrong: I don’t think President Trump is
motivated to correct this injustice by his own deep
feelings of personal faith, so much as by a desire to
align himself politically with people of faith. But that is
also very meaningful. And it’s why, despite everything,
he will likely win the votes of the faithful
overwhelmingly in 2020. It’s why he will get mine.
I did not vote for Trump in 2016. I wrote in “Anyone
Else” as a means of protest against the two bad choices
we were given. I did not think it was worth taking the
chance of allowing Trump to redefine conservatism,
and I argued that it was preferable for Hillary Clinton to
win than to lose the party to Trump.
I was wrong.
I don’t believe I was wrong in the calculation I made in
deciding not to vote for either major presidential
candidate in 2016. At that time, it was entirely
reasonable to think it preposterous that Trump, who
had no history as a conservative, would expend any of
his own capital to move the ball forward to that end.
But my fears turned out to be, for the most part,
unfounded. I of course have profound disagreements
with President Trump on matters of both policy and
style; his vulgarity and his economic agenda have both
been bitter pills to swallow. And yet, such disagreement
is par for the course; as Ed Koch famously said, “If you
agree with me on nine out of 12 issues, vote for me. If
you agree with me on 12 out of 12 issues, see a
psychologist.”

Why Trump, warrior of the faithful, has my vote

And the truth is, there are now aspects of the Trump
presidency – including how he is handling the current
moment we live in – which have reversed my former
reticence and turned me into an enthusiastic supporter.
For many Orthodox Jews like myself, the most
important issue is religious liberty. And though I can’t
say I expected him to, Trump recognizes the
importance of this issue, even if only politically, and has
embraced his role as an imperfect warrior for the truly
religious.
He’s done this by nominating judges who recognize
that both the law and the Constitution itself call for the
protection of religious rights, even if a loud segment of
society doesn’t like what that means. He’s done it with
executive orders protecting the rights of religious
organizations to political speech. And he’s done it by
reversing an Obama directive which excluded houses of
worship from receiving FEMA funds simply because
they were religious.
He’s done all that, and more . And now, he’s positioning
himself as the warrior for the faithful by demanding
that governors allow us to open our houses of worship
using safety protocols that minimize risk.
What people need to realize is that even if these aren’t
the issues that animate you, there are a lot of people
just like me who care deeply about them. Part of
embracing diversity is allowing people to be different,
allowing them to think independently about what they
assign value to – and the choices they make based on
that.
This view though seems to have fallen by the wayside
when it comes to people of faith. We constantly feel
marginalized. We see how our timeless values are now
being rebranded as hateful in an attempt to drive us
entirely from the public square.
We Jews especially have a long and storied history
which tells us that it hardly ever ends with just words.
The President may not have your vote. But if you want
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to have your electoral way in the future, you would do
well to understand why he has mine. You may not
want to champion faith communities, but the constant
attempt to marginalize us is going to lead us to
embrace someone who does.
-
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Amidst coronavirus pandemic, YIVO looks to the digital future

Like stores, museums and theaters, archives and
specialized libraries have struggled to adapt in the
face of social distancing due to the Covid-19
pandemic. With staff and scholars unable to access
their holdings and the public unable to attend inperson programming, many institutions have found
themselves in a state of suspended animation.
Not so for the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, the
venerable repository of Eastern European Jewish
culture and history that operates out of the Center for
Jewish History near Union Square. While library
patrons can’t physically access YIVO’s 400,000 books
or 23 million documents and artifacts, record numbers
of people have been poring over YIVO’s digitized
materials and taking its online classes.
Shortly after New York City shut down in mid-March,
YIVO made access to its Shine Online Educational
Series free. Since then, 12,000 people have enrolled in
the courses, an increase of more than 220% over
previous enrollment. During the same period, traffic to
the institute’s website has risen by 250%.
“The skyrocketing of these numbers shows us that in
a time of crisis people reach out for connection
through their heritage,” said Shelly Freeman, YIVO’s
Chief of Staff.
Ben Kaplan, YIVO’s director of education, noted that
9,200 people registered “just for our new food class
‘A Seat at the Table’. And not just from countries
you’d expect, like the U.S., Israel and Poland but also
Indonesia, Zimbabwe, Malaysia.”
“What this says is that this history that YIVO
embodies is not just a little niche thing for a small
group of diehard, fanatical Yiddishists,” said Jonathan
Brent, YIVO’s executive director and CEO. “This is a
big subject in Jewish life today around the world,
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something that is foundational, essential and very
much alive.”
While YIVO has been working towards an increasingly
digital future for years, Brent said that the current crisis
has provided an opportunity to redouble efforts to
make the institute’s holdings accessible to a wider
audience. “In a typical year, 6,000 or 7,000 people walk
through the door of the Center for Jewish History and
access our materials,” he said. “Through this class
alone, we have more than 9,000 people around the
world.”
For YIVO, a particular challenge in moving resources
online has been the high barrier to entry for
appreciating its holdings.
“The Met can put a Picasso or Cézanne online and
anyone looking at the paintings will get something from
it,” Brent said. “But a 19th century handwritten Yiddish
text has to be contextualized.”
Jon Richmond, a member of YIVO’s board of directors
and director of the Shine Trust, which funds the Shine
Educational Series, said that a key goal in designing the
courses was making the work of the YIVO Institute
accessible to the wider world.
“I don’t think that beyond the scholarly community
people were generally aware of the work that YIVO’s
been doing for nearly a century,” said Richmond.
“These courses are so interesting because they make
use of YIVO’s incredibly rich assets. For instance in the
theater course” — titled “Oh Mama, I’m in Love! The
Story of the Yiddish Stage” — “you see how the roots of
so much of American popular culture is in Yiddish
theater.”
The current epidemic is far from the worst crisis YIVO
has faced. YIVO — yidisher visnshaftlekher institut or
Yiddish Scientific Institute — founded in 1925 in Vilna,
Poland, was the premiere center for the study of
Eastern European Jewry and Yiddish language and
culture during the interwar period. The organization
established an unparalleled archive and library,
collected folklore and ethnographic materials from
throughout the Yiddish-speaking world, acted as a defacto language regulator and published journals

Amidst coronavirus pandemic, YIVO looks to the digital future

dedicated to Jewish history, economics, linguistics and
psychology. YIVO also worked to educate the next
generation of Jews, advising schools on Yiddish
pedagogy, organizing essay and autobiography
contests for Jewish youth and launching a graduate
program for budding historians and linguists.
All of that came to a bloody end once Germany invaded
the USSR in June 1941. YIVO’s building, outside of the
confines of the Vilna ghetto, became the staging
ground for the Paper Brigade, a group of Jewish
intellectuals forced by the Nazis to sort through and
dispose of the holdings of Jewish libraries. The ragtag
group of archivists, writers, poets and future partisans
risked their lives to hide tens of thousands of books
and documents by sneaking them into the ghetto under
the noses of SS officers. Beyond the material saved by
the Paper Brigade, many of YIVO’s holdings were found
after the war in Germany among millions of books and
works of art looted by the Nazis. All together, scholars
estimate that some 40% of YIVO’s prewar collection
survived the Holocaust. The bulk of that material made
its way to New York City, where YIVO’s local branch,
headed by the organization’s surviving founder Max
Weinreich, emerged as its de-facto world headquarters.
More than 250,000 other documents, however,
remained hidden in a church in postwar Lithuania,
where they were discovered after the fall of the USSR.
After years of negotiations over ownership of the
materials, in 2014 the Lithuanian government and YIVO
agreed that the collections would remain on separate
sides of the Atlantic but be reunited digitally via an
online portal. Since then, an additional 170,000
documents have been uncovered, among them the
handwritten autobiography of a 10-year-old girl named
Beba Epstein. The booklet, submitted to YIVO as part of
a contest for students in 1933, is the inspiration for an
online exhibition about Vilna’s Yiddish day schools, part
of an online museum that will be launched in stages
starting next month.
“Our archival objects fuel our courses and exhibitions,”
said Kaplan, YIVO’s director of education. “It’s
symbiotic. These objects give people a frame through
which they can view history and our instructors use
these digitized materials to create educational
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programing that opens up a window to a world that
would otherwise be inaccessible.”
“We have a responsibility because we have documents
that people risked their lives to save,” said Brent. “It’s
our job, our duty really, to make this material available
and accessible to the wider world.”
While the majority of YIVO’s efforts are dedicated to
preserving the documental record of pre-war EasternEuropean Jewry and educating the public about it, Brent
and Kaplan noted that the modern YIVO, like its Vilna
forbearer, places great emphasis on documenting
contemporary Jewish life. As part of the cooking course
“A Seat at the Table,” participants are encouraged to
contribute their own family recipes and stories about
Jewish food. YIVO’s staff will add their contributions to

YIVO’s archives, where future scholars can explore how
21st century Jewish food reflects factors such as
immigration, Americanization and acculturation.
“The course breaks through stereotypes and doesn’t let
people dismiss this civilization as kitchy or irrelevant,”
Kaplan said. “People are rediscovering how our
foodways were seasonal and connected to the land,
how immigrants adapted to their environment and how
they lost and rediscovered culinary traditions. People
are seeing that they’re part of that tradition and can
contribute to its documentation.”
Jordan Kutzik is a staff writer at the Forverts.
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